OOO «Fashion Gold»

is a modern sewing enterprise in Ukraine which specializes in the production of clothing of any complexity the orders from the customer's material can also be done.
Our company was founded in 2000. It was completely reorganized in 2011.
We have our own design office

• The main condition for the production of quality clothing is the excellent quality patterns.
• Patterns is the basis of the product.
• Modern program CAD (Computer aided design system) helps to elaborate patterns for sewing clothes in a short time.
We have many years of experience with customers from Italy.

Our design office develops patterns for the Italian fashion magazine.
• Our design office offers its professional services for the elaboration of patterns both for large industrial manufacturers and for private tailors and designers.

• Patterns are elaborated by qualified designers with specialized higher education. We use the latest software to elaborate clothing patterns. We guarantee a quality result.
OOO «Fashion Gold» (Limited Liability Company) produces:
• Military uniform
  ➤ demi-season suits
  ➤ winter suits
- Pea jackets
- Jackets
- Military parks
- Waistcoats
- Softshell clothes
- Tactical clothing
Uniform

- uniform for firefighters
- clothing with protection against pollution
- clothing with protection against moisture
- form with reflectors

- winter overalls
- Clothes for hunting and fishing with glued seams.

- Overalls for retail chains
• Uniform for medical workers
  - dressing gown
  - suits
- protective overalls
- boot covers, hats
• Uniform for hotels and restaurants
  
  ➤ shirts and blouses
  
  ➤ costumes
  
  ➤ waistcoat
- Aprons
- Bedclothes
- Tablecloths
- Curtains
Model clothes

- Dresses
- Blouses
- Suits, costumes
- Skirts
- Jackets
- Vests
- Cardigans
- Knitwear
• Our task is to provide the consumer with high-quality textile products which are in high competition with other firms goods which produce special uniforms.

• We work only with quality and professional fabric factories of:
  - Ukraine
  - Turkey
  - Holland
  - the Republic of Belarus
  - Bulgaria.
Why should you work with us?

- Large range of services and regular staff training
- Well-known Ukrainian brands trust us
- We strictly adhere to deadlines and quality
- An individual approach to each client
84, Velyka Perspektyvna Street
Kropyvnytskyi city 25006
Ukraine
www.fashiongold.net.ua
Lux.moda@gmail.com
+380995380147
+380997814715
+380962581640
+380950373494